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We propose to assess the performance of k forecast procedures by exploring the distributions of forecast errors
and error losses. We argue that non systematic forecast errors minimize when their distributions are symmetric
and unimodal, and that forecast accuracy should be assessed through stochastic loss order rather than expected
loss order, which is the way it is customarily performed in previous work. Moreover, since forecast performance
evaluation can be understood as a one way analysis of variance, we propose to explore loss distributions under
two circumstances; when a strict (but unknown) joint stochastic order exists among the losses of all forecast
alternatives, and when such order happens among subsets of alternative procedures. In spite of the fact that
loss stochastic order is stronger than loss moment order, our proposals are at least as powerful as competing
tests, and are robust to the correlation, autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity settings they consider. In
addition, since our proposals do not require samples of the same size, their scope is also wider, and provided
that they test the whole loss distribution instead of just loss moments, they can also be used to study forecast
distributions as well. We illustrate the usefulness of our proposals by evaluating a set of real world forecasts.
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